2012
2012 SAUVIGNON BLANC,
BLANC, GRASSINI FAMILY VINEYARD,
VINEYARD, HAPPY CANYON
PHILOSOPHY
We believe that Sauvignon Blanc is one of the great white wine
grapes of the world, and we aim to produce reference point wines
from this varietal. Happy Canyon, with its unique soils and climate
- warm to hot summer days and cool to cold evenings - is ideal for
promoting full phenolic ripeness while still retaining critical
acidity. In addition to our appellations blend, we also produce this
reserve level, single vineyard bottling, which we feel represents the
best characteristics of the Grassini Family Vineyard.
COMPOSITION
100% Sauvignon Blanc
VINEYARDS
VINEYARDS
100% Grassini Family
CLONE
1
AVERAGE YIELD
3.48 Tons per Acre
HARVEST DATES
Sept 10 to Sept 14. 2012
APPELLATION
Happy Canyon of
Santa Barbara
FERMENTATION
67% fermented in Neutral French
Oak Barrels
33% in Stainless Steel
AGING
11 months on the lees
Occasional bâtonnage
BOTTLED
August 10, 2013
ALCOHOL: 14.2%
CASES PRODUCED: 170
SUGGESTED RETAIL: $38

GRASSINI FAMILY VINEYARD
Grassini is an exceptional vineyard located upon small hills and
river benches of well drained, super fine clay loam soils laced with
serpentinite. The Vineyard is meticulously managed and farmed for
low yields and high quality. We purchase these grapes on a per acre
basis, and therefore are intimately involved in all farming
practices; such as yield control, canopy management, irrigation and
differential harvesting of portions of our blocks. Wines from
Grassini typically display explosive, tropical-weight, green spectrum
fruits (Kiwi, Honeydew) balanced by fresh, clean and energetic
acidity, with solid minerality, fascinating spice notes and only the
slightest hints of fresh herbs.
THE VINTAGE
2012 was an exceptional vintage, both in terms of productivity and
quality. Just about everything went right in 2012; there were no
significant frosts, the weather was excellent at set, and we had a
long fairly consistent growing season without any significant heat
spikes. Befitting Santa Barbara, there was no rain to speak of at
harvest time. The crop itself was larger than in prior years;
however, as it turned out the additional heat from the long even
summer allowed the grapes to ripen evenly across the blocks.
As harvest approached we constantly monitored individual blocks
for flavor and critical acidity, and we picked in several passes,
selecting the riper, more flavorful bunches, but leaving others on
the vine for further flavor development.
OUR WINEMAKING
We harvested Grassini in multiple selective passes throughout our
blocks. In each case we personally hand-sorted the clusters in the
field to ensure that only the best fruit made it to the winery.
Within hours, we gently pressed the grapes and transferred the
juice directly to a mixture of stainless steel and neutral French oak
barrels and 500L puncheons. Primary fermentation was completed in
both tank and barrel, with 100% native yeasts and temperature
control. We blocked malolactic fermentation to retain freshness
and then aged the wines on their lees for 11 months. This wine was
crafted after a draconian selection of our favorite barrels.
PROPRIETORS/WINEMAKERS:
John Dragonette, Steve Dragonette, & Brandon SparksSparks-Gillis
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